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Stil Point
Art Gallery

Current Exhibition

Ordinary Everyday Objects
February 6 to April 30, 2013
www.stillpointartgallery.com

Take a look at the ordinary everyday objects you see

Maya Gerr, Best Painting or Drawing.

every ordinary day. Objects small or large. Objects

Gerr is from Newton, Massachusetts and her

red, blue, or yellow; black or white. Objects hard

winning image is Cabbages. (p. 8)

or soft, old or new, shiny or dull. Objects for home,
school, or work. Objects expendable; objects

Leyla Aysel Munteanu, Best Three-Dimensional

remarkable. Objects found, bought, or given. All

or Mixed-Media Artwork.

sorts of objects…ordinary everyday objects.

Munteanu is from Windsor, Ontario in Canada and
her winning image is Size 38. (p. 9)

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition—
Ordinary Everyday Objects—is viewable

Most of us are surrounded by objects. Look around

in our online gallery and will remain a featured

for a moment . . . all the things on your desk, on your

exhibition through April 30, 2013. In this issue we

tables, in your cabinets and drawers, hanging on the

feature images from this exhibition, but there are

walls. Not every object is in the same category. I

many more to see online. Honored artists for this

have some crocheted items from my mother and

exhibition are:

some beautiful vases and crystal pieces from friends
and family that I treasure, and, as a result, keep

Laurie McCormick, Best in Show—Portfolio.

in special places where they won’t be damaged;

McCormick is from Los Angeles, California and the

I bring them out for special occasions. Then, of

selection of six images in the exhibition are from her

course, there are all the other objects of daily life

series, Miniature Moments in My Daily Life. (p. 5)

. . . things that get very little of my attention . . .
my pens and pencils, kitchen gadgets, dental floss,

Leslie Parke, Best in Show—Single Image.

juice glass, car keys, and on and on.

Parke is from Cambridge, New York and her winning
image is China in the Ocean. (p. 6)

Artists see in ways that others cannot. This is their
joy, their challenge, sometimes their curse. In this

Irene Hill, Best Photograph or Digital Artwork.

exhibition we see how artists see the ordinary

Hill is from Atlantis, Florida and her winning image

objects of everyday life. May your eyes be opened.

is Fading Into the Past. (p. 7)

Susan Landor K eegin, M y M other’ s Purse.
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Christine Cote, Editor

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Laurie McCormick

Floss Alarm . Photograph .

www.lauriemccormickphoto.com
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Leslie

China

in the
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Ocean. 46

x

46

inches

parke

(116.8

x

www.leslieparke.com

116.8

cm ).

Oil

on canvas .

February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph or Digital Artwork

Irene Hill

Fading Into

the

Past. 20

x

16

inches

(50.8

x

40.6

cm ).

Photograph .
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Maya Gerr

Cabbages. 10
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x

14

inches

(25.4

x

35.6

cm ).

www.mayagerr.com

Watercolor

on paper .

February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Three-Dimensional or Mixed-Media Work

Leyla Aysel Munteanu

Size 38. 24

x

20

inches

(61.0

x

50.8

www.leydanarts.com

cm ).

M ixed

media .
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

Catherine Roberts Leach . B lind M orning .
www.crleach.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

J ohn Christopher B rooks, Sprinkler

and

www.johnbrooksphotography.co.uk

Vent.

K athy Conway, M arket F are.
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

T atiana Roulin, T ea

and

Cherries.

www.3dmirror.com

Nancy T eague, Chair Walk .
www.nancyteaguestudio.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

Richard B arrett , Dockside.

Philip A. Clift , M aps

and

Trails.

Philip-Clift.artistwebsites.co
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

J acqlyn M urdock , Your Wonderful B ody.
www.jacqlynmurdock.com

M arko Susla , Domesticated T ungsten 1 .
susla.photoshelter.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

M aciej Zabawa, Silk Scarf .
www.maciejzabawa.com.pl
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

M ichael Lynne, B illboard.

www.michaelvlynnefineart.com

J essica Levant, G rater.
www.jessicalevant.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

Susan Landor K eegin, M y M other’ s Purse.
www.susanlandor.com

Eldred B oze, Old Piano Collage.
eldredboze@blogspot.com
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

K arl M elton, Wrench .

Nadia Adams , Still.
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

J ane Soodalter, Exploded.
www.janesoodalter.com

Dennis Angel, T auten.

www.dennisangelstudio.com
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

Louis Ebarb , Panama H at #3 .
www.louisebarb.com

Leon Vanella, B owline .
www.leonvanella.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

Cheryl Rau , Paperweight .

www.cherylrauphotography.com

Robin Antar, Riding B oot .
www.rantar.com
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Current Exhibition
Ordinary Everyday Objects

M egan Dill, B ench .
www.megandill.com
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February 6 to April 30, 2013
more artwork online | www.stillpointartgallery.com

K ristina T halin , Safely F alling.
www.thalinart.com

Dan Pyle, Pop.

www.danpyleartist.com
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Stil Point

Upcoming Exhibitions
www.stillpointartgallery.com

Art Gallery

Still Point V is the fifth annual exhibition focused on exploring the thing that artists, through art,
hold still. It has become a highly-anticipated and well-received annual event.
One way of thinking about visual
art is that the artist finds or discovers
something--be it inside or outside of the
artist--and, through art, holds it still. A
photographer captures a moment in
time with a click of the shutter and that
moment is locked in stillness. A painter
paints a scene using oils on canvas and
that scene exists forever in a motionless
state. A sculptor molds and shapes
details of a human body, and that body
stands frozen...never to age...never to
change.
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Gallery Artists
www.stillpointartgallery.com
Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to the distinctiveness
of their work. These Artists of Distinction are selected because their work shows strong evidence of skill with
the medium and contributes in a meaningful way to the theme of the exhibition. In addition, these artists
are selected because their work is engaging in some special and
unique way. This engagement is an all-important element of art.
Artists of Distinction are offered the opportunity to exhibit more
of their art as Gallery Artists for one year. We are very pleased
to give them this opportunity and delighted to show their work.
Our current Gallery Artists are listed below. Please take a few
moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing
artists.

Leslie Anderson, painter, Portland, Maine
Mike Bell, mixed media artist, Northumberland, Great Britain
John Christopher Brooks, photographer, Great Britain
Allison Doherty, mixed media artist, New York
Nomi Drory, painter and mixed media artist, Toronto, Canada

Jane Gottlieb. Paris Day Dreams.
Archival inkjet print.

Jane Gottlieb, photographer, Santa Barbara, California
Debra Houston, painter, Portland, Oregon
David Kinsey, painter, Quincy, Massachusetts
Patrick Linehan, photographer, Evanston, Illinois
Keith Parks, photographer, La Mesa, California
Jarred Pfeiffer, ceramist, Wisconsin
Helen Shulman, painter, Vermont
Ron Testa, photographer, Wilmette, Illinois
Jill Valliere, mixed media artist, Rockland, Maine
Mayumi Yamakawa, painter, Germany
Tetiana Zakharova, painter, Vancouver, Canada
Kajal Zaveri, painter, Fremont, California
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CONTRIBUTORS
FEATURED ARTISTS

Debra Houston

Robert Moran

Portland, Oregon
www.artbydjh.com
debhouston@artbydjh.com
represented by
DragonFire Gallery
Cannon Beach, Oregon
www.dragonfirestudio.com

Portland and Bar Harbor, Maine
www.robertmoran.com
moran.photo@yahoo.com

Jarred Pfeiffer
Manhattan, Kansas
www.jarredpfeiffer.com
jcpfeiffer@gmail.com

Marti Neveln
Denver, Colorado
www.martineveln.com

CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS

Leslie Anderson

Victor Nyakauru

Portland and Sedgwick, Maine
www.leslieanderson.com

Harare, Zimbabwe
www.facebook.com/victor.nyakauru

WRITERS

Greg Bogaerts has had many short stories published in journals and anthologies, and one novel, Black
Diamonds and Dust, published by Vulgar Press, Melbourne, Australia. A book of his short stories based on the
photographs of Eugene Atget will be published later this year by Shanti Arts Publishing. He lives in Australia,
is married to Jill, and has a cat named Whisper.

D aniel Buccieri

has taught U.S. history at Mark Twain Middle School in the Los Angeles Unified
School District for ten years. He is a National Board Certified teacher, a UCLA Writing Project Fellow, and a
2011-2012 LAUSD Teacher of the Year. Buccieri graduated from the University of California, Riverside with a
Bachelor’s degree in history and from the California State University, Dominguez Hills with a Master’s degree
in education. He lives in West Los Angeles with his wife and cat. His many loves in life include teaching,
cooking, writing, drinking wine, finding record stores, and making his wife smile.
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D avid Griffin

is retired from a career in corporate education and communications. He lives near the
ocean in South Carolina with his wife and her dog. Griffin writes the popular blog Monk In The Cellar. The
blog is now a novel by the same name and is available at Amazon. Griffin publishes his essays online at www.
windsweptpress.com and self-publishes a book of stories each year that is well received by those who love
him. He seldom hears from those who don’t.

Lisa Knopp

is the author of five collections of essays, including What the River Carries: Encounters with
the Mississippi, Missouri and Platte, which was published by the University of Missouri Press in 2012. She is
an Associate Professor of English at the University of Nebraska-Omaha, where she teaches classes in creative
nonfiction. She lives in Lincoln, Nebraska.
-www.lisaknopp.com

Veronica Popp

is an editor and writer. She has a B.A. from Elmhurst College in English and History
and an M.A. in Creative Writing from Aberystwyth University in Wales. Popp’s poetry has been published in
Aberystwyth’s 2011 MA Magazine, Lunar Attic. She teaches composition at Western Illinois University. Popp is
currently writing a novel about cranberry walnut loaf, J.D. Salinger, and Christmas in July.
-peggyquarter.livejournal.com

POETS

John Fitzpatrick grew up roaming the woods on his maternal grandparents’ farm outside Dansville, New
York. He now lives in Rhinebeck, where he converses with trees and stones. His poems have garnered honors
and are widely published in American literary magazines, including in Untamed Ink, California Quarterly,
Stone Voices, Chronogram, Out of Line, SLAB, City Works, and BIG MUDDY. Fitzpatrick is also a certified
Reconnective Healing Practitioner TM, a Usui Reiki Practitioner, and a Teacher of Kundalini Yoga as taught by
Yogi Bhajan. He has just published his first book of poetry, Moving To Completion.
turtleami.blogspot.com | turtleami.com.
A Pushcart Prize nominee, Anne Kaier’s recent work, in poetry and nonfiction, appears in The Kenyon
Review, The Gettysburg Review, Bellingham Review, Paradigm, Tiny Lights, Under the Sun, The Journal of
Investigative Dermatology, Philadelphia Poets, and other venues. Poems and an essay are included in Beauty is
a Verb: An Anthology of Poetry, Poetics, and Disability, which is on the American Library Association Notable
Books list for 2012. Her poetry chapbook, InFire, was published in 2005. She teaches literature and creative
writing at Arcadia University and at Rosemont College in suburban Philadelphia.
The stories, poetry, and humor of Larry Lefkowitz have appeared in numerous publications in the U.S.,
Israel, and Britain, including , inter alia, the Literary Review, A Capella Zoo, The Vocab Review, American
Film, and Midstream. A story of his was published in a previous issue of Still Points Arts Quarterly. Lefkowitz is
currently looking for a publisher for his humorous and literary novel Lieberman, which is about the relations
between a literary critic, his assistant, and the wife of the critic.
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T he P ortrait
Veronica Popp

I threw the portrait over my shoulder and stomped up
the stairs laughing hysterically, the tears falling down
my cheeks like avalanches of snow from a mountain. I
maneuvered a hammer and crookedly hung it on the wall
before passing out into the darkness of exhaustion.

T

he portrait of my father always frightened me. I continued
walking up my front porch that chilly night, clutching

my bag of groceries, even after hearing the tiny crunch and
squeal of a mashed cockroach underneath my foot. I jumped
upon discovering the portrait next to the broken screen door
of my studio apartment. I stopped and shuddered in terror at
the portrait. It was delicately leaning beside the door near the
shattered glass I swore I would replace when I got the money.
I asked Pepe, the janitor, why it was there and why someone
hadn’t thrown it out with the rest of the trash.
“No, miss. I won’t throw it out. Looks like it could be worth
a lot of money. That guy looks real rich. If he’s your sugar
daddy what are you doing living in a rathole like this?”
I scowled, slamming my front door hard behind me, hoping
the portrait would fall to the floor and shatter.

I didn’t know how it magically appeared. He

down hard on my lip in anticipation of punishment.

must have had a will. I suppose he stuck me with

I pictured my mother clasping her glacier blue face

this as a bizarre guilt trip from beyond the grave.

mask and cursing me for waking her and causing
her headache. I would sit in her bathroom and

We

never knew how it came to be. One day

he brought it home and hung it on my mother’s

time the portrait’s eyes did not follow me.

bedroom wall as she slowly combed her delicate

The likeness was well done. It displayed his

blonde curls at her vanity and smiled back at her

constant angry visage, crooked and cracked yellow

pleasing reflection.

teeth, dark black beard, huge framed glasses, and

My mother yelped at the sight of it. She objected.

bloated physique. His mouth was so twisted it

“That thing is not going anywhere near me! It will set

looked like a jack-o’-lantern when he smiled, a rare

off my headache!” My mother bitterly complained

occasion perfectly portrayed on the canvas. His

of migraines that no doctor could cure.

beady black eyes were narrowed in a cold stare.

“It is,” my father said with a tone of finality.

He stood in the portrait behind the dying embers

The struggle began. Their constant bickering had

of a fireplace and leaned upon an expensive jewel-

become so commonplace that I tuned them out

encrusted oak cane for support.

like an old commercial jingle I’d heard a thousand

He wore a stiff but neatly tailored tan suit with

times before. The settlement was that it was to be

a black silk tie. My father never owned a suit in

placed in the middle hallway between their two

his life. Around the house, he always wore his one

bedrooms and a few feet away from the bathroom.

piece blue jumpsuit from work. I don’t think he

Both were content as they told me on separate

ever washed it. The smell of oil and grease always

occasions.

wafted through the house the moment he entered

My mother was satisfied, “Now the portrait of
ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/ANDESIGN101

breathe in her lilac perfume scent, treasuring the

the stupid shit could be surrounded by the room
that is full of shit.” She chuckled at her own wit.
My father was satisfied, “Whenever your mother

through the front door.
After a week of no word about it, I asked him,
“How did that portrait get here?”
He responded vaguely, “It was painted.”

leaves her room she sees me.” He chuckled darkly,

“Who painted it?” I said. “When? And why?”

“My eyes follow her every step. She’s never alone.”

“You ask too many questions,” he said austerely,

I hated walking down the hall occupied by the

reading his morning paper at the breakfast table

portrait. As a child, I would quietly crawl past my

and avoiding my gaze. He shifted in his seat,

mother’s room and into her bathroom. Every creak

staring at the empty chair between us.

or squeak from my footsteps caused me to bite

My father was like an ancient locker with chipped
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Veronica Popp

yellow paint I would pass down the hallway at

The smile faded from his face. “What?”

school. The lock was so rusted you could barely see

“It’s not you. You would never wear the stuff . . .”

the numbers to do the combination. No one knew

I trailed off into my own thoughts of my father as

what was inside. No one even cared. Sometimes I

an important and revered doctor, instead of an

would stay after school for hours and try to open it.

auto mechanic.
He exhaled loudly. My father turned around

I

didn’t know what to do with the portrait now.

and slammed the door so thunderously that my

I eventually relented and touched it, feeling a

mother opened her door, rubbed her eyes, and

wave of electric panic fly through me as I walked

muttered sleepily, “What is that noise?”

it downstairs and threw it in the trunk of my

“It was him,” I said. “Going back in his room.”

grandma’s old car. It stayed there a few months in

Every aspect of my father was encased behind a

obscurity. I almost forgot it.

locked door and I coveted the key.

After opening the trunk one day to put my small

“Does Father love us?” I asked my mother.

paper bag of groceries inside, I screamed in terror

“He pays the mortgage doesn’t he?” my mother

and shattered a glass container of vodka when I

said dryly. She retreated to her room and closed

saw my father’s angry face staring back at me.

the door.
The next morning as I walked out of my

Soon

after the portrait was hung, I ran into my

bedroom, I heard the animalized screeches of my

father in the hall. He quietly shut the door behind

mother. The soft voice of my father asked tersely,

him as he left his room. I was waiting outside my

“What do you want from me?”

mother’s bedroom for her to recover from her
headache.

My mother howled, “Our credit card was
denied today at the store. I have never been

My father cleared his throat.

more humiliated in my life. What will people say

I pretended no one was there. Instead of gazing

now?” She grasped her head in pain. “My head .

at my mother’s blank white door, I fixed my glance

. . Frannie, get me a cold washcloth.”

in the direction of the portrait. His chilly dark

I hurried to her bathroom and returned to the

eyes glimmered for a moment as they met mine.

outbreak of booming noises from my mother’s

I passed it off as a reflection of the light. My body

mouth in comparison to the cold silence of my

trembled as both pairs of dead eyes studied me.

father.

“Like it?” he asked.
“It’s not you,” were the only words I could
force out.
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“Where is all our money?” my mother
screamed.
“Out the window,” my father said quietly. “Out

The Portrait

the goddamn window,” he muttered returning to

“I do,” I said. I left for the liquor store.

his room and locking the door.

After consuming a whole bottle of cheap wine
I stumbled to my grandmother’s car and opened

As I

left that night for more groceries, Pepe was

the trunk. I threw the portrait over my shoulder

sweeping a dilapidated broom across the floor and

and stomped up the stairs laughing hysterically,

asked me, “Hey, how much?”

the tears falling down my cheeks like avalanches

“Excuse me?” I said.

of snow from a mountain. I maneuvered a hammer

“For the painting of the big scary man? How

and crookedly hung it on the wall before passing

much did you get?” he said.
“I’m not selling it,” I said through pursed lips.

out into the darkness of exhaustion.
I awoke sprawled on the floor in a gooey puddle

“Aha! So he is your sugar daddy!” he clapped his

of my own vomit. My head throbbed hard and

hands in amusement. “Tell him you got a guy named

ached intolerably. I rose and made a grab for a

Pepe who wants to put you up in a better place.”

bottle of Jack I had hidden underneath my couch

I breezed past him as I closed the building’s front
door with a loud slam.

with the loose springs. Instead I came face to face
with my father. His eyes sent a wave of cold across

“Miss Fran? Miss Fran?” Pepe said.

my entire body. In that moment, Frannie had

He got sick a while ago. Last year, he sent a

ceased to exist. Instead I was a soldier on a search

letter to my campus mailbox in shaky penmanship
asking me to visit him. I did not respond.

and destroy mission.
I tore the portrait from the wall and threw my fist

“You’re too late, old man.” I bitterly said to the

at his painted face, destroying the memory of the

garbage can containing the fragments of his letter.

man as much as the art. I hoped there would be no

He sent me a second letter that smelled of oil and

other monument left to him on this Earth. I hoped

rot. I tore it into pieces the moment after I finished

this would be all. My knuckles bled freely across the

reading it.

canvas and I felt a sense of dark accomplishment.

I walked up the stairs to my dorm, opened the
door and sat on the bed in silence.
“Do you need some groceries?” I said to my
roommate.

I howled the same way my mother did at him. My
father was gone.
The lights from my eyes extinguished again as I
passed out adjacent to the ruined canvas.

She shook her thick head and returned to her
psychology textbook. While my books remained

A year after the portrait was painted my mother

on their dusty shelves, her books were worn and

had finally summoned the willpower to leave

battered from overuse.

him. He disappeared for two weeks without any
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notice of where he was going.
“I went on a business trip,” he said upon arrival.
“What’s her name?” my mother asked with disdain, grasping
her head.
“I went on a business trip,” he said curtly.
“Where? The annual mechanics conference?” she said
mockingly.
My father sighed, walked to his room and locked the door
behind him.
The next day we were gone and the only communication
we had with him was a yearly Christmas card with his
signature sent to my grandmother’s studio apartment. I came
home to an empty dwelling after the death of my grandmother
my freshman year of college and the death of my mother my
senior year.

I

awoke to the blinding light of the sun. The memory of the

previous day whizzed past me. I felt around for the huge hole
in the canvas. I placed my hand inside and felt a piece of
paper. I withdrew it. A short note was written on similar brittle
paper with the same shaky penmanship I had discarded last
year. It was two small declarative sentences with a laconic
objective.
“My daughter never knew the man I was.
I leave this portrait to her, because it is the man I wish I
could be.”
My hands shook as I dropped the note to the floor. I
groaned as I gulped a shot of Jack and felt the burning pain
in my stomach. I saw my father’s eyes again, ceaselessly and
unblinkingly staring. Daring me to ask him questions. I hung
up what was left of the portrait on my wall, still failing to see
warmth and love in his eyes. •

Touching Matisse in the Philadelphia Museum of Art
Anne Kaier

From the secular street and the August heat,
I cross into the marble narthex,
thinking I’ve made not one worthy poem all summer.
In the skylit nave, I parse your portrait:
quizzical Os for glasses, strict beard,
for all the world the lawyer your father intended.
You look at me and I look at you and we both look
blank.

Carl Van Vechten. Portrait of Henri Matisse, 1933. Wikimedia Commons.

Bronze statues brave the aisle in alcoves; I wander
past them, ticking over your history:
you lived on your father’s paltry subsidy
although he hoped that you’d forsake
the impropriety of painting,
come home to Picardy, keep an eye
on his seed business.
He wanted a proper son;
mine wanted me installed
in a safe college job.
But you kept faith with your vocation,
married a woman from Toulouse
who scrubbed paint from your barely
commercial landscapes, so you
could use the surfaces again, distort
buttocks until they frightened you,
burst through the monstrance in your eye
to render what you saw in savage color.
In a side gallery, a sinuous odalisque
sits resplendent in her Persian dress;
not one word that I can write resembles this.
Thick breezes blow into a Window on the Promenade at Nice .
The Woman in Blue , in her voluminous gown, stares.
As I come near, sunshafts
glance against the picture’s glass.
Moving again, I notice a nude, unprotected
by hard surface sheen.
I scrutinize an empty inch behind her hip,
savor mottled points of paint along her arm, until
your hand falls past my cheek, stroking ocher oil
onto the open canvas.
Your arm, thick with hair beneath its neatly rolled up sleeve,
moves across the inch of air between my face
and her fine nude flank.
Is this a benediction?
Can I scrape away the residue of doubt
and prime my words anew?
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DEBRA HOUSTON
Painter
D ebra Houston, of the Pacific Northwest, has been
interested in art her entire life. She dabbled in a variety of
mediums before she found and fell in love with oils—later also
adopting acrylics. Houston recalls spending countless hours
pouring over art education books and studying the masters at
her kitchen table. I remember looking at a painting in a book,

trying to figure out how they got that effect. I’d practice it five
or five hundred times until I understood it.
Once Houston began painting full time, she noticed how
much different the world looked—how light striking something
ordinary can help to make it extraordinary. Devoted to perfecting
her own style, Houston’s high regard for early impressionist
artists can easily be seen in her work. Her bold strokes and
light-filled depiction of the world give her work a unique, fresh
(impressionistic) quality.
Painting is a kind of escape for Houston; it’s also an offering
of escape for the viewer—a refuge, a place to reflect. It’s the
stirring of emotion that Houston finds interesting about art—

to make someone feel something without saying a word,
without knowing them, or them knowing you. Capturing light
and reflection has become an inadvertent part of Houston’s
expression, with the dramatization of the highs and lows as a
kind of metaphor for finding peace in the ups and downs of daily
life—and a kind of sharing of her own intimate reflection.
Houston’s works currently hang in private and corporate
collections throughout the Northwest.
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PORTFOLIO
Urbanscape Impressions
Debra Houston paints while letting
imagination, memory, and intuition
guide her hand across the canvas.
Her evocative landscapes and
street scenes are straight from
the heart and soul. Her works
take the viewer to that rainy street
corner or to the sun-drenched
slopes that uncannily seem so
familiar. Houston is able to capture
her audience’s interest with what
can only be described as déjà vu.
She paints images that trigger
memories or feelings of having
been there, but Houston’s paintings
are rarely of real places. Her works
are more about the moods or

Chemistry, 2012. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.

moments that she captures.

Urbanscape Impressions is a series that explores the emotions one might have while walking
through the city at night. Each piece is named before any paint is placed on the canvas, so
that every stroke works to convey the mood I’m trying to create. Most pieces are rainy night
scenes with one or more persons walking through the scene with umbrellas. I use bold color
(or sometimes the lack of color) to create an atmosphere that sets the tone of the piece, but
some form of red almost always finds its way into each piece. The lady with the red umbrella
is often symbolic in these paintings. Sometimes she’s alone and sometimes surrounded by
others, but it’s typically her experience that I’m trying to express, have the viewer relate to, or
make the viewer consider.
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Chance Meeting, 2012. 24 x 24 inches (61.0 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.
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Urbanscape Impressions

Embracing My Differences, 2012. 36 x 24 inches (91.4 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.
In Retrospect, 2011. 24 x 20 inches (61.0 x 50.8 cm). Oil.
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A New Beginning, 2012. 24 x 20 inches (61.0 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic.
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Urbanscape Impressions

Long Walk Home, 2011. 24 x 24 inches (61.0 x 61.0 cm). Oil.
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Rendezvous, 2012. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.
Almost Home, 2012. 24 x 20 inches (61.0 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic.
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Urbanscape Impressions

Strangers, 2012. 24 x 24 inches (61.0 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.
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Arches, 2012. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 61.0 cm). Acrylic.
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Urbanscape Impressions

Into the Night, 2012. 24 x 20 inches (61.0 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic.
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Pierre Auguste Renoir. Oarsmen at Chatou, 1879. 39.5 x 32 inches (100.2 x 81.2 cm). Oil on canvas. Wikimedia Commons.

First Impression

paneling, set on acreage in rural Iowa where my

When I was seven or eight, my parents bought a

parents moved after I left home.

framed print of Pierre-Auguste Renoir’s Oarsmen

Throughout my childhood, there were several

at Chatou at an antique shop in Nauvoo, Illinois. I

things that I loved about the Renoir. One was the

wasn’t there, but I can imagine the circumstances.

presence in our home of a painting by a famous

As the proprietor was wrapping the milk glass

French artist set in an extravagant frame, which in

globes that my parents bought to cover the

my mind, made us richer and more cultured than

light bulbs on the chandelier in our living

our neighbors with their framed photographs of

room, my mother saw “the Renoir,” as she calls

graduating seniors or John F. Kennedy or paintings

it, hanging on the wall, a real standout among

of fussy floral arrangements or bland bowls of fruit,

the paintings of dreamy cottages in the woods,

chosen because they match the drapes or furniture.

precise representations of mountain lakes or

Second, I loved the iridescent dreaminess that

mythological scenes by artists no one knows any

Renoir had created with dabbed paint, broken

more. I suppose that for my young parents whose

brushstrokes, and a bright palette. But above all,

paychecks rarely carried them through to the end

I loved the grouping in the lower left quadrant of

of the month, the extravagance of the thirty-five

the painting. Standing nearest the water and with

mile pleasure drive down the Mississippi to the

his back to the viewer is a tall, dapper man in a

Nauvoo antique shop where they bought not

straw hat, a white jacket, a black bow tie, and

what they needed but what they wanted and the

black trousers. He leans back slightly, his hands in

drive back home made their purchases even more

his pockets, his left foot forward. His pose suggests

precious to them.

self-assurance, maybe even arrogance. To his left, a

For forty-some years, the Renoir hung over the

man in a straw hat and dark clothing straddles the

television set in each of the five houses in which

stern of the gig, his right hand resting on his cocked

my parents lived. The only one where the frame

hip while he awaits the order to launch the boat. A

fit its surroundings was the California bungalow

third man, this one in a straw hat, a white shirt and

with beamed ceilings, a fireplace with an

a black bow tie, sits in a two-person, orange-red

enormous mirror hanging over the mantle, leaded

rowboat with his back to the viewer. His face, dark

window panes on either side, and bottom stairs

dabs for eyes, mouth, and nose, is turned toward

that flared out and around the newel post. Where

the three people on the shore behind him. His right

the painting and frame seemed most at odds with

hand holds the oar; his left hand beckons towards

their surroundings was the pre-fabricated ranch-

the empty seat across from him.

style house with an abundance of faux wood

When I was a child, I saw the woman standing
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behind the dapper man as the focal point of the

Renoir’s painting was orange-red; rather, I said that

scene. She wears a blue, ankle-length skirt; a snug-

it was the color of a pomegranate to distinguish

fitting orange-red jacket, trimmed in frothy white

it from all of the other orange-red possibilities.

lace; and a blue hat, with a clump of orange-red

Likewise, I couldn’t simply say that the woman

flowers pinned to the side, the long ties knotted

wore a blue skirt. Rather with the aid of a color

in a bow beneath

chart, I determined that her skirt was a blend of

her chin. What I

blues: to be exact, Persian—a bright medium blue,

loved

and cornflower—a light lavender-blue.

most

about

this woman is that

Then I was impatient with the Impressionists.

she hikes her skirt

Instead of offering sharp, resolute, and convincing

with her right hand,

details of scenes and objects, they offered soft,

revealing her lacy,

vague, barely conveyed forms and general

white petticoat. Will

impressions of a sensory experience. What hung

she climb into the boat, sit on the blue cushion,

on my walls was the

and allow the oarsman to row her across the water

Flemish

or will she remain on the shore with the haughty

of Pieter Brueghel

man who seems to be speaking for her?

and the American

realism

realism of Andrew

Second Impression

Wyeth and Edward

During my twenties and thirties, years when I was

Hopper. Then when

earning college degrees, establishing myself as a

I looked at the Renoir, it wasn’t the scintillating

high school teacher, then as a university instructor,

colors that drew me, but the biographical details

and later, as a professor, and finally getting my

behind the unfolding drama on the Left Bank and

essays and books published, I had to know how

the context in which this painting was created.

things worked and why. Then, I was uneasy in the

I discovered that the model for the oarsman who

presence of vague ideas, ambiguity, uncertainty,

gestures to the empty seat was Renoir’s brother

ballpark estimates, less than precise language, or

Edmond, a Parisian journalist. Gustave Caillebotte,

a let’s-wait-and-see attitude. I wanted the exact

a painter friend of Renoir and a rowboat enthusiast,

word, the full name, the clearest explanation,

was the model for one of the two men standing

the most recent and thoroughly tested theory. In

on the shore, though I don’t know which one.

art, I wanted solid, realistic forms and clear, hard

The woman flashing her petticoat is the vivacious

lines. Then, I wasn’t content to say that the boat in

Aline Charigot, who Renoir met the same year
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that he painted Oarsmen at Chatou and who soon

where in Renoir’s day, affluent Parisians went to

became his favorite model and muse. Initially,

play. Many of the island’s permanent residents

Charigot, twenty years Renoir’s junior, refused her

tended the rental boats or cooked, cleaned,

employer’s marriage proposals because he refused

and served in the inns and cafés that provided

to live in her hometown of Essoyes, some thirty

refreshments and lodging for boating parties. In

miles northeast of Paris. Moreover, he didn’t want

the Renoir, a barge the color of a pomegranate

children. But time and circumstances changed

is parked near the shore. Beyond that is a stately,

him. In 1890 when their son, Pierre, was five,

two-story white house with a pomegranate red

Charigot and Renoir married. In 1895, they bought

roof and cornflower blue shutters. Farther in the

a house in Essoyes. When Aline died in 1915 and

distance are hazy, green and white blotches—

Pierre-Auguste four years later, they were buried

trees, people, houses, I suppose. No cormorants

there. Eventually, their three sons and a grandchild

feed in the shallow waters of Renoir’s Seine; no

were buried there, too.

plump gulls screech on the dock.

Intriguingly, the woman in the painting that is

As a child, I never

modeled upon Charigot, gazes downward, away

thought about the

from her cocky companion and the gesturing

distant

oarsman, and is on the verge of lifting her eyes to

in my twenties and

me or to whomever might be approaching from

thirties,

beyond the frame. Perhaps it is for this unseen

to twist the focus

presence that she lifts a corner of her skirt. I

ring

wonder if this is how Renoir posed her or if she

blurred,

indistinct

spontaneously turned from her companions to

contours

clarified

glance at the one with the searing brown eyes who

and sharpened like the almost photographic lines

was mixing pools of silky color at his easel and he,

of Jean-Francois Millet’s peasants or Gustave

charmed by her sidelong look at him, rendered it

Courbet’s nudes and landscapes. Then, I wanted

on canvas. After she climbs into the boat, will she

enough detail that I could identify the species of

turn in her seat so that she is facing Chatou or will

trees and read the lettering on the sign at the inn.

shore.
I

But

wanted

until

the

she keep her eyes on the receding shore, where

But certainty is not the point of Renoir’s

the artist who stole her attention becomes smaller

Impressionist works. In 1869 when he was twenty-

and smaller with each catch and extraction of the

eight, he and Claude Monet, sitting side by side,

boatman’s oar?

each painted the same views of La Grenouillere,

Chatou is a long, narrow island in the Seine,

a resort near the Seine frequented by working
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class people. In my favorite

brighter colors than those

of the series, Renoir painted

favored by the art academies,

the “camembert,” a round,

such as the École des Beaux-

wooden dance floor floating

Arts, where Renoir and Monet

on the water. A walkway

both trained, and they placed

connects

pure,

the

camembert

unmixed

colors

or

with the floating café. On this

surprising or complementary

rocking wooden island with a

combinations,

such

as

tree growing in the center are gathered a handful

Persian blue and pomegranate orange-red, next

of bright but indistinct people and two dogs; even

to each other and let the viewer do the mixing.

less clearly drawn people stand in the water. The

Rather than painting on a conventional dark-

water shimmers with lavender, white, and shades

colored background, the Impressionists painted

of apple, lime, pear, and light grass green. The trees

on light-colored canvases; they depicted shadows

are light-filled and chartreuse.

not with black or gray but with complementary

Renoir’s and Monet’s paintings of La Grenouillere,

or harmonizing colors that suggested shadows.

considered the first Impressionist landscapes, bear

In contrast to the blended brushstrokes and the

the characteristic traits of this genre or movement.

smooth, flat surfaces favored by the academies,

The paintings were done not in a studio from

the Impressionists created a rough and irregular

preliminary sketches or from memory in the dark

surface. Sometimes Renoir even applied paint with

and little-changing light of a studio, but out-of-

a palette-knife. While academic painters applied

doors, in direct contact with the scene: en plein

a thick golden varnish to tone down and flatten

air, in open air. In contrast to the precise, mirroring

the surface, the Impressionists wouldn’t permit

details of the Realists, the Impressionists captured

anything to dull their colors.

their subjective, momentary impressions and the

Most academic paintings of the time focused

changing light in a quick, sketch-like fashion.

on historical or mythological subjects—the birth

“Painters of mere impressions,” one critic observed.

of Venus, the death of Socrates, Samson subduing

“Wallpaper in its embryonic state is more finished

the lion, Cleopatra testing poisons on condemned

than that seascape [of Monet’s],” another charged.

prisoners. The Impressionists, however, insisted

The Impressionists abandoned the sharpness of

that their paintings didn’t have to have a subject.

outlines or contours, which contributes to the

“What seems to me the most important thing about

misty, etherealness of their scenes. They used the

our movement is that we have freed painting from

newly developed synthetic pigments that provided

the subject,” Renoir told his son Jean. “I can paint
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flowers and simply call them ‘flowers’ without

a very good thing not to want to go on repeating

their having a story.”

oneself,” the Impressionist painter Camille Pissarro

Because of these revolutionary techniques and

said of the change in her friend’s method. “But he

philosophies, the Impressionists were barred from

has concentrated all his effort on line.” Pissarro felt

exhibiting at the Academy of Fine Arts’ Salon

that what was missing in Renoir’s new approach

de Paris, the annual, government-sponsored,

was “meaning.” In my twenties and thirties, I

juried art show. In protest, they arranged their

appreciated those firm boundaries. But now I’m

own exhibition, which they called the Salon des

struck that the paintings from Renoir’s “dry period”

Refuses, the Exhibition of Rejects. How sustaining,

lack the vitality, the essence, the joie de vivre that

empowering, even, would it have been if I could

is so present in

have joined such a group during those early years

his

when I so badly wanted to be heard, yet saw my

paintings.

Impressionist

essays being rejected by one editor after another.

I’ve read that there

Even though the Impressionists’ exhibitions were

is no sadness in

met with mixed reviews, Renoir was well paid for

Renoir’s paintings,

his work. In the 1870s and 1880s, Impressionism

even in those from

was the dominant artistic movement in France.

his old age. The

In 1879 when he was thirty-eight years old, a

last fifteen or so

bright, pomegranate red and Persian blue period

years of his life, he

in his life, Renoir painted Oarsmen at Chatou.

suffered

Then he was deeply committed to the techniques

from

and philosophies of the Impressionists. A few

rheumatism,

years later, he traveled to Italy, where he studied

disease that left him so crippled that he walked

Raphael, Titian, and other painters of the Italian

with two canes and was eventually confined to a

Renaissance. What he learned there moved him

wheel chair. In order to paint, this prolific artist who

toward a “new classicism,” in which he focused

left the world some six thousand paintings, either

on line and form, as had the classical painters. And

strapped a brush to his arm or asked Gabrielle

he went into the studio to paint. In the paintings

Renard, Aline’s young cousin who modeled for

of the ample, nude flesh of bathing women that

Renoir and cared for his and Aline’s children, to

Renoir worked on from 1884 to 1887 (Aline was

place the brush in his distorted fingers and help

one of his models), he contained their roundness

him push it across the canvas. In old age, the

with firmer lines than he’d ever used before. “It is

images that he painted—his wife, their children,

mightily
muscular
a
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their nanny, the flowers in their garden, the

in Renoir’s painting are Persian and cornflower,

landscapes near the home—were solid and more

since I see his blues differently when I view them

clearly outlined than those from his Impressionistic

in the light of an electric lamp and en plein air.

period, though not as hard and dry as those from

In fact, a slight change in the lighting or a slight

the mid-1880s. And still, his loose brushstrokes

shift in circumstances has challenged many of

quivered with a brightness that time and changing

my certainties. Aging and decades of meditation

fashion could not extinguish.

have expanded my concept of time, space, and
self, eroding the divisions between now and then,

Third Impression

here and there, me and not me. Knowing people,

My father is gone and my mother is imagining the

including myself, especially myself, who despite our

day when she will live some place smaller and

very best intentions have acted selfishly or ignobly,

simpler and eventually, when she, too, will be gone.

have made my ethics and standards less absolute,

She tells me that she wants me to have the Renoir. I

more flexible and forgiving. Changing tastes and

imagine the thick, heavy gold frame hanging above

innovations in the contemporary essay have so
blurred the boundaries between, say, an essay,
where the actual and the imagined meet,
and a fictional story; an analytical, personal
essay and conventional scholarship; an essay
remarkable for its imaginative and linguistic
leaps and a lyric poem, that I no longer
can provide a definition of the form that is

my television, overwhelming everything else in

complete enough to include all of the possibilities.

my living room, reminding me of my parents, their

Now it is not the precisely detailed peasant scenes

houses, their daytrip to Nauvoo, their absence. A

or landscapes of the Flemish School or the gritty

wall all to itself is what this ornate frame deserves.

urban scenes of the American realists that I want

But when I imagine the Renoir in a frame that is

hanging on the walls in my home and office, but

spare and black, yes, I can see it hanging in my

Abstract Expressionists, with their insistence on pure

living room (though not above the television), a

visual form over representation. What led me there

seemingly moving mass of light and color contained

is Renoir’s vision that indefinite forms and general

by straight, black lines, at once the complement to

impressions can be a more faithful representation

everything else in the room and the focal point.

of experience and perception than that offered by

Now I can’t say with certainty that the blues
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The Renoir

Now that I am deep into

strokes, the mere suggestions

middle age, when I look at the

of faces and foliage. After my

Renoir, I care far less about the

walk, I’ll meet my friends for a

provenance of the painting or my

late lunch in a sun-dappled café

own memories of it or how I’ve

with a river view. As we talk, I’ll

seen it in the past than I do of

watch the boats bobbing on the

my in-the-moment experience of

water and the small, red, and

the colors, textures, and light. As

blue forms moving on the distant

I behold the painting, I imagine

shore. Just before sundown, the

spending the afternoon watching the artist standing

oarsman and I will return to the boat.

before an easel in the tall, olive and pear green

As we move across the river, I care less and less

grasses near the Seine as light flows from his

about either shore. What absorbs my attention is

paintbrush. He reaches for the same tin paint tubes

the buoyant, tinkling words and laughter wafting

and mixes the same colors on his palette—orange-

across the glittering water and the shoosh of the

red, a few blues, yellow-green—as if there were no

oar plying the water. I lean back in the seat and

other colors. He paints the land, the water, and the

turn my face toward the shower of light created by

people gathered around the pomegranate red boat

short, fast brushstrokes of chalky blue, white, and a

not as solid form but as patches of shimmering,

blush of pomegranate red, and the low sky, formed

vibrating light and color that demolish the idea of

by rough and rapid brushstrokes of the same three

matter as substantial and impenetrable, as surely

colors. The sail on a distant boat carries a blue

as do the quantum theories of modern physics.

flame, at once shadow and light. It’s not enough to

The morning passes and I grow weary of

move across the flickering surface while my limp

watching the artist at work, so when the oarsman

fingers dangle in the cool water: I want to enter the

gestures toward the empty seat, I climb into the

luminescent river; I want to take it into myself.

rocking boat and settle into the Persian blue

The oarsman dips his single oar on one side

cushioned seat. It feels good to be gently rocking

and then the other, just as the artist on shore dips

atop the water. The young man straddling the stern

his brush in the white and the chalky-blue paint.

gives us a push. As the oarsman and I move across

Beads of sweat form on their foreheads and a tinge

the water, I watch the forms on the Left Bank loose

of pomegranate rises in their cheeks. I don’t care

their edges. I turn and face the not so solid, distant

if I ever reach land. Here in the open air, on the

bank of Chatou. Once there, I’ll stroll away from

radiant water, under a blue, pomegranate, and

the river and wander through the dabs and feathery

white sky is where I want to be. •
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The Wife of Hieronymus Bosch
Larry Lefkowitz

Cleans gingerly between the paintings
Lest she knock one off its easel
Not from fear of her husband’s curses
(He does not curse)
But fearful of the response
Of the creatures in the paintings
Which she strives not to look at
They frighten her and come
To her dreams at night.
Much other time is spent avoiding
Seeing her husband’s paintings.
She puts down her feather duster, sighing
“Now where did my darning egg
Disappear to,” and spotting it
In a corner of the room
Picks it up lest her husband trip
Over it and knock off a painting
Causing those terrible creatures
To spill out onto her floor.
Did her darning egg really inspire
The broken-egged forms in his paintings
As Hieronymus claims? Perhaps, for if he
Is not given to cursing, he is not given to joking.
Her best friend once asked her, on the sly,
How her husband was in bed, adding with
A wink, “Is it really The Garden of Earthly Delights?“
The wife of Hieronymus Bosch blushed,
And did not answer at first.
“He is the gentlest soul on earth,” she said
In almost a whisper. Her friend raised an eyebrow,
“She would say something like that,” she told
The second best friend of the wife of Hieronymus Bosch.
“The poor thing’s probably afraid to death of ending up
Like the victim of one of his gruesome creatures.
I’m glad my husband’s a baker.”
The wife of Hieronymus Bosch knew of the conversation
Of her two friends because her second best friend told her.
“They can both go to Hell,” she said to herself,
Then froze on the spot. You have to choose your desires
Carefully when you’re the wife of Hieronymus Bosch.
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Hieronymus Bosch, The Garden of Earthly Delights, 1480-1505.
154 x 87 inches (390 x 220 cm). Oil on panel. Wikimedia Commons.
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ROBERT MORAN
Photographer
Robert M oran’s interest in photography began
at the age of twelve when his parents bought him a
Super 8 Movie Camera for Christmas. A few years
later, he bought his first 35 mm camera. Moran
took his first photography course at the University
of Maine, where he studied art. Since then he
has been an avid photographer, working in many
genres that include landscape, portrait, still life, and
documentary projects.
Moran continues to live in Maine with his wife
Dianna and maintains studios in both Bar Harbor
and Portland. Moran’s work has been exhibited
widely in solo and group shows around the country
and in Ireland, including at the Griffin Museum of
Photography in Winchester, Massachusetts, the
Philadelphia Photo Arts Center in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and the University of Maine Museum
of Art in Bangor, Maine; his work has appeared in
numerous publications; and his work has earned
him several awards, including a silver medal in the
Fine Art, Still Life category at the 2012 PX3 “Prix
de la Photographie Paris.” Moran has pursued
photography projects during trips to Africa, Asia,
the South Pacific, Cuba, and Antarctica. His
photographs are in several private collections in
Vintage Phone, Harper’s Bazaar, 2011.
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the United States, Australia, and Great Britain.

PORTFOLIO
Relics
Relics is a series of portraits of everyday objects
that are past their prime. Once relied upon, they
have been forgotten or discarded. I photographed
each item singly in order to reveal its individual
essence. Cracks and scuffs from hard use. Mended
hinges. Patches worn smooth by frequent polishing.
Looking at each piece through my camera lens, I
came to appreciate how often function dictates
form, and how frequently the form is right.
Many of these objects may have been used for
years by one person, while others passed through
many hands. Many have been used in homes, others
in offices, and at least one in a school gym. One
was taken on house calls by a country doctor. All of them

From the Old House, 2011.

have stories. Selecting and photographing them, I began to think about the
events in my life to which objects have borne witness. In a sense objects
are our partners in life.
Over the years, I have photographed neighbors, nomads in the Sahara
Desert, classic cars, icebergs, and now, a table fan. Each time, I have
attempted to capture something of my subject’s essential spirit. In this
project I tried to achieve that by selecting items that display a unique
aura, and in many cases reveal the wear and tear acquired from years
of use. Objects from the past hold great interest for me—in part for their
appearance, but also for the role they once played in everyday life. I find it
intriguing when I think about the fact that if these objects could talk, each
and every one of them would have a story to tell.
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(from top left) Record Player, Pink Radio, Rotary Dial, Rabbit Ears, 2011.
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Relics

Underwood Typewriter, 2011.
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Gilded Birdcage, 2011.
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Relics

Witch Hazel, 2011.
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Fred’s Bag, 2011.
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Relics

(from top left) Hunter Douglas, Tea Pot, Kerosene Refill Jar, Bench Vise, 2011.
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Robert Moran

Family Scale, 2011.
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Relics

Leather Basketball, 2011.
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T he Sheer W eight

of

History

Daniel Buccieri

[from top left] Bob Dylan, Willem de Kooning, James Dean, Diana, Domitian,
Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans, Dace, Sistine Chapel, Andy Warhol,
Van Gogh’s Self-Portrait. Wikimedia Commons.

I forget what Nick painted that night, but I am sure it was beautiful. I was
always awed by what he produced. Nick could paint someone laughing and
you would laugh with it; he could paint someone crying, and you would cry.
His views were always fresh and new. Everything I painted, I deem now, was
derivative. It existed under the influence of masters I tried to emulate.

B

ob Dylan sang that, “The streets of Rome

and graffiti share a deep history together, dating

are filled with rubble, ancient footsteps are

back to the Roman Empire. The word graffiti

everywhere.” This is true. While with my wife

comes from the Italian word graffiato meaning,

on our honeymoon in Italy, walking down each

“scratched.” You can find scratched inscriptions in

primeval street from piazza to piazza, I felt the

the dark catacombs of Rome and at the ruins of

mass of an ancient empire and phalanxes on the

Pompeii. It makes me wonder: in ancient times,

march, of a renaissance of human spirit, creativity

did Cicero scrawl a rejection of Plato’s Theory of

and painters and thinkers behind every stained

Ideas just outside the walls of the Forum? Or in the

windowpane. Of people just existing here for

seventeenth century, could you find Caravaggio

thousands and thousands of years. Heavy. Dylan

in an alley, stroking in deep red with his widest

failed to mention the graffiti. There is graffiti,

brush, masked threats to the patrons of fine art who

seemingly angry graffiti, adorning almost every

ignored him? Maybe even to the Pope, sequestered

building (I am a sort of fan of graffiti. Who owns

up high in his apartment overlooking Piazza San

public space? Is it just McDonald’s who can

Pietro, inside the walls of the Vatican?

bombard our line of sight with billboards that

The walls of the Vatican bear no graffiti. My wife

rise over every intersection? I’m just saying.) Italy

and I wandered through the heat of the few streets
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in Vatican City to visit the museums. With the

the statue—towering, colossal—and the viewer—

sweaty, international crowd, we trudged through

dwarfed, existing beneath the weight of the work.

the wings, determined to get to our final obvious

Like his other work, as I learned that night, Fischl

destination—Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel. Hand

sexualized some of the statues and played naughty

in hand, we gazed at hallways of paintings and

games with notions of respect and reverence, of

tapestries and corridors and corridors of sculptures.

nudity of the self and the spirit. I admit it was a

Faces of antiquity captured in grey marble.

bit uncomfortable to be sitting next to our high

Expressions chiseled, then frozen forever. Some

school art teacher while viewing paintings of a

faces are cast in drama and anguish over athletic

man urinating in front of a massive, looming idol.

contorted bodies. Others, busts of emperors, stoic

(The title of the painting: Anger, Remorse, Fear or

and resting. Content. Or else contemplating.

Incontinence.) Actually, that painting was rather

Stares exactly blank, almost like the Buddha, eyes

tame compared to some of the others he showed.

focused above your head somewhere, far away. I

Inspired, Nick and I flew back up the freeway

stood beneath the statue of Augustus and felt that

to his room to unleash this inspiration upon two

if somehow his outstretched hand and arm were

unsuspecting canvasses. We enjoyed painting

to touch me, I would be crushed. These immense

together, giving each other suggestions and

icons were solid stone, immense and heavy.

encouragement. Nick would lay an old sheet

They reminded me of an art event I went to my

down across his bedroom floor. We spread out

senior year of high school with Nick, who was

our canvasses (because we never had easels), our

then my closest friend. Ms. Carunchio, our favorite

palettes, numerous distressed tubes of oil paint, and

art teacher, invited us, obviously her favorite art

cereal bowls full of turpentine. There we painted,

students, to a lecture by the painter Eric Fischl at

right on the floor, late into the night, laughing and

the California Center for the Arts in Escondido.

taking turns choosing the CD that would be our

He was discussing his latest collection, a series

inspirational background music. I put on Highway

of paintings inspired by the statues he had been

61 Revisited by Bob Dylan, because “You have got

studying in the galleries of Rome while teaching

to study your classics,” I told Nick. It’s the classics

at the American Academy. In the paintings he

that I carry with me.

displayed, Fischl reinterpreted some of the stone

“It’s good, but it’s too heavy right now,” Nick

monoliths and invented some others in swirling

said before putting on his choice, an album by The

oils and thick brushstrokes adding purples and

Ladybug Transistor. “We need something light.”

yellows to the grey marble. In heavy, painterly

I forget what Nick painted that night, but I am

sweeps, he recreated the relationship between

sure it was beautiful. I was always awed by what he
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The Sheer Weight of History

produced. Nick could paint someone laughing and

The James Dean painting still lives, buried in the

you would laugh with it; he could paint someone

land of my misfit paintings (the ones I could not

crying, and you would cry. His views were always

give away), exiled in a closet. They exist as artifacts

fresh and new. Everything I painted, I deem now,

of a history of influences I sustained through a

was derivative. It existed under the influence of

decade of painting. I see them, and I know exactly

masters I tried to emulate. I had a faux van Gogh

what I was trying to do, although maybe no one

phase, a glamorous Warhol phase, a messy de

else does. Which is why I never was actually that

Kooning phase. That night I tried to bite Eric Fischl.

good a painter. I want to scrawl across them what

But I had no Roman sculptures over me to gaze

my intentions were. I want to graffiti my own work.

at. Instead, I found my own idolatry to interpret

I don’t paint anymore. I write now. And I tend to

through painting in the backseat of my car—an

write about paintings. And music. And history. And

oversized book of black and white stills of James

if anyone cared to dissect this writing, much like

Dean.

my paintings you might find allusion, influence, or

James Dean was our Augustus. An obsession of

outright theft. This can probably explain why T.S.

impression. Nick and I would pull our hair up into

Eliot’s The Wasteland is my favorite poem. Have

matching pompadours and cuff our jeans in our

you read it? The footnotes and references are almost

wannabe-greaser style. If we squinted long enough

longer than the poem, and that poem is 434 lines

into the mirror, we almost believed that we looked

long! Eliot said, “If we approach a poet without

like James Dean. I never cared much for his acting

prejudice, we shall find that not only the best but

(I thought he kind of hammed it up a bit); it was his

the most individual parts of his work may be those

image that mattered. An image I wanted to claim

in which dead poets, his ancestors, assert their

as my own, even forty years after his death. He was

immortality most vigorously.” He felt the same as I

fucking cool. Always. In black and white, James

do, that all we create is in debt to and bears on its

Dean stood forever frozen, just like those Roman

shoulders the weight of everything created before

statues. An expression captured for eternity and

us. The busts in the Vatican will always exist, but

eyes that focus just past you. The picture I chose

they are only reborn when someone like Eric Fischl

was of James Dean, on the set of Giant, shirtless

touches them with an outstretched finger, like God

with a cowboy hat. I wanted to imitate Fischl in

to Adam in the Sistine Chapel, bringing them back

painting Dean’s bare chest, with broad strokes of

to life—our collective consciousness. Don’t call it

color and movement, like he did with the skin of

theft or imitation. It is much more than that. •

the statues. “Nice nipples,” Nick laughed.
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JARRED PFEIFFER
Ceramist

Jarred Pfeiffer is currently completing his
final year of graduate studies at Kansas State
University where he is pursuing a Master of
Fine Arts degree in ceramics. Pfeiffer has been
surrounded by art his entire life. His father
taught high school ceramics for thirty years,
his sister is a printmaker, and his brother is a
painter.
Pfeiffer received his undergraduate degree in
art from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in
2007. He then spent two years with Teach for
America in Charlotte, North Carolina, teaching
high school geometry and algebra at Philip O.
Berry Academy of Technology. Pfeiffer found
the experience to be very challenging, yet also
extremely rewarding.
Pfeiffer enjoys mathematics and his
appreciation for the subject has influenced his
work in ceramics. He is very excited about the
creative potential for merging mathematics with
ceramics in the future.
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PORTFOLIO
Mathematical Consequence
My work explores the beauty of mathematics and its
relationship to the natural world. Mathematics is all around
us, from the structure of an enormous galaxy to that of a
tiny snowflake. Everywhere we look, math is part of what we
see. In my work, I try to highlight the universality and complex
beauty of a subject that is very often overlooked.
I am interested in equations, sequencing, and geometric
forms ranging in influence from the Pythagorean theorem
to fractals and chaos theory. In the last fifty years, chaos
theory and fractal geometry have changed our way of looking
at seemingly random events and structures in nature. My
work focuses on these mathematical relationships.
I work with form, color, presentation, and technique to
build depth. These elements are highlighted by use of the
golden section and other mathematical concepts that
underlie my work. The numerous technical challenges that
mathematics creates for me push my skills as a ceramic
artist, as I continue to work to master the materials.
Galileo Galilei once wrote, “The universe is written in the
language of mathematics, and its characters are triangles,
circles and other geometric figures.”

[top and bottom] The Hilbert Space Filling Curve, 2012. 60 x 60 x 96 inches
(152.4 x 152.4 x 243.8 cm). Ceramic and steel.
[second and third from top] Honeycomb, 2011. 48 x 24 x 5 inches
(121.9 x 61.0 x 12.7 cm). ^6 soda fired ceramic.
[second from bottom] Mandelbrot’s Set, 2011. 60 x 60 x 5 inches
(152.4 x 152.4 x 12.7 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Jarred Pfeiffer

Ascension, 2012. 22 x 22 x 3 inches (55.9 x 55.9 x 7.6 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Illumination, 2012. 20 x 20 x 2 inches (50.8 x 50.8 x 5.1 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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GeOrganic, 2011. 18 x 18 x 2 inches (45.7 x 45.7 x 5.1 cm). ^6 soda fired ceramic.
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Mathematical Consequence

Inward Thinking, 2011. 20 x 20 x 2 inches (50.8 x 50.8 x 5.1 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Continental Divide, 2012. 22 x 22 x 3 inches (55.9 x 55.9 x 7.6 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Tidal Force, 2012. 22 x 22 x 2 inches (55.9 x 55.9 x 5.1 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Tidal Pool, 2010. 12 x 12 x 2 inches (30.5 x 30.5 x 5.1 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Spiral Jetty, 2010. 16 x 16 x 2 inches (40.6 x 40.6 x 5.1 cm). ^06 saggar fired ceramic.
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Crackle, 2010. 20 x 20 x 2 inches (50.9 x 50.9 x 5.1 cm). ^6 electric fired ceramic.
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Mathematical Consequence

Oasis, 2010. 18 x 18 x 2 inches (45.7 x 45.7 x 5.1 cm). ^06 saggar fired ceramic.
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Leslie Anderson, Quarry Girl, 2010. 16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.4 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Quarry G irl
Greg Bogaerts
Emily looks down, sees the rock upon which she is standing, a blood-colored shelf
of stone, the same color as her long thick thatch of hair that brushes and bristles
like electricity against her pale, sensitive skin. She looks at the moles scattered
like thrown sand, the blemishes ghostly like the ends of the fingers of another
person buried in her flesh struggling to get out.

E

mily stands up to her thin boney ankles in the

from work is sitting, still ready to bounce his only

icy water of the quarry. She tries to see down,

daughter on his knee.

beneath the green and blue sheen, searching for

Emily feels the slippery plate of rock beneath her

something in the deep black chasm of water. But

feet and suddenly she feels as though she is about

she cannot find anything—not the ripple of a fish

to topple, fall down into the water; she imagines a

nor the stirring of a leaf fallen from one of the trees

cold claw grabbing hold of the straps of her purple

that crowd closely like a gang of men to the edge

swimming costume, dragging her into the deeper

of the quarry, nor the brief breath of slight wind

water, pulling her below the surface against her

wounding the water. The pool is a blind eye.

will, not allowing her a choice.

She feels the water grasping her ankles, fastening

Instinctively Emily clinches her toes like an

like hard metal chains, holding her in place as

ancient primate trying to keep a foothold on the

though the quarry will never let her go never let her

slimy limb of a tree in some primeval forest, but

turn around walk away back through the larches

she feels her small toes, blind white worms, slide,

and pines to the humidicrib warmth of her parents’

slip. Her tiny scream rents the air, a closed dome of

house, the place where her mother is roasting meat

northern chilliness, then all is silence. She has not

and vegetables for tea and Emily’s father just home

fallen, she stands still, waiting.

Greg Bogaerts, who frequently writes stories inspired by paintings or photographs, was inspired to write this story when he saw the paintings of Leslie
Anderson in the winter 2011 issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly. Bogaerts’ story, “Brothel, Paris,” based on a photograph by Eugene Atget, was also featured
in the winter 2011 issue of SPAQ. Shanti Arts Publishing is producing Bogaerts’ forthcoming book, a collection of stories based on Atget photographs—
Walking the Streets with Eugene Atget: Inspired Stories About the Rag-Picker, the Lampshade Vendor, and other Characters and Places of Old France.
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Emily looks down, sees the rock upon which

girls at school have spitefully revealed the story of

she is standing, a blood-colored shelf of stone,

Emily’s grandmother, telling the granddaughter of

the same color as her long thick thatch of hair that

her grandmother pursued by three men, taking the

brushes and bristles like electricity against her pale,

young mother against her will raping her, leaving

sensitive skin. She looks at the moles scattered like

her alone and cold amongst the winter forest of

thrown sand, the blemishes ghostly like the ends

trees. Emily’s friends, some of them grandchildren of

of the fingers of another person buried in her flesh

the men who raped Emily’s grandmother, have told

struggling to get out.

her the story bit by bit like installments from a soap

She imagines some of the boys from school

opera, the tellers drawing out the truth, teasing and

hiding in the trees at the edge of the quarry pool;

tormenting Emily, finally telling her with a gloating

the spiteful boys who grab her when she’s walking

glee spread across their grinning faces how Emily’s

along a school corridor alone and grind their already

grandmother in her shame and despair cast herself

hammer-hard hands against her new breasts, pinch

into the quarry where she drowned.

her nipples until she squeals and runs from their

The quarry was made by generations of men

cruelty, tries to escape their resentment of her

from the small settlement, made by the men who

blooming body that is alien to them, confuses

abused Emily’s grandmother and men who knew

them, she flees from their taunting gravel voices;

the story, listened to it over and over as they sat

stinging stones about her grandmother.

eating, taking a break from the hard work of cutting,

The boys have sneaked through the yellow and

chiseling stone, tearing, blasting out blind dumb

red and green flames of the forest leaves, crawling

earth, leaving it in blind dumb heaps, nothing

on their hands and knees, Emily thinks. She turns

changed, no strange and magical transformation

her head away from the pool and peers into the

made by a lapidarist, polishing the stone, revealing

candle blaze of leaf light imagining the boys’ black

hidden strata to be marveled at, to be understood

eyes glittering like shiny cold mica in their puffy

as more than raw bits of rock.

and pimpled adolescent faces. The thought that

Emily steps further into the pool, looks down

they may emerge from the trees and form a circle

at the bulge of her puppy fat stomach, blushes,

around her makes her stumble again; she limps a

screws up her courage, suddenly lunges into the

few more steps into deeper water, the rock shelf is

water that grabs, grips her like hands. The cold

covered with slimy slippery weed, she struggles to

tears the breath from her lungs as though a bully

stay standing, she struggles to keep her imagination

has punched her in the belly. She struggles to stay

in check.

afloat, desperately treading water, her white legs

Emily knows what she must do. The boys and
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a maze of movement beneath the water, making

Quarry Girl

small surges of ripples that run outwards in circles,

her waist, walks out of the quarry into the trees,

lapping the edge of the quarry like light but

seeking the track to take her home. But there are

persistent knocks on a door.

two boys from school there, in front of her, barring

She stills herself. Takes a breath. Dives. Pulling

her way.

herself down into the dark depths. Willing herself

But they falter in their menace, she can see. Her

towards the bottom, the place she has told herself

red hair, wet, is the color of bright blood pulsing;

for months now, she must reach. The breath in her

it shocks the boys, they take a step back away

body pounds like a hammer, she holds it in, scared

from the girl they terrorize in the dim cold school

to let the essence of her life trickle out in a slim

corridors, the woman who now blazes as brightly

stream of bubbles. Emily is close to panicking as

as the leaves on the trees surrounding the quarry.

she feels the water become a cold tomb of stone,
but something stops the fear.

Emily squares her body to them steps one step
closer, they take one step back, lower their eyes,

She feels her new body, her almost woman’s

look at the ground. She takes another step; they

body lengthen become lithe and strong and she

cower like animals beaten, their faces half-hidden

pulls apart the water, kicks her legs hard, touches

by long greasy hair. Emily feels her body harden

the bottom of the quarry, relief and jubilation

the muscle cord and hump, her bright turquoise

coursing through her. Emily bunches herself into

eyes flash like lamps; she raises an arm, ready to

a ball rights herself ready to push off the bottom,

strike them, punish and pummel them, but one

looking forward to breaking the quarry pool

whimpers, the other falls to his knees.

surface. But she stops, the breath inside of her lungs

She lowers her arm, bends slightly from the waist

intact, still; she stands upright on the bottom of the

and touches each boy lightly on the head with the

pool because she can, and then, slowly, almost

tips of her fingers then brushes past them, leaving

languidly, she sets herself free from the bottom and

them behind, the young woman heading for home.

slides through a vein of light reaching down from

Emily opens the door and marches into the house.

the sky above into the stone strata of water.
Emily breaks the surface and her cry of joy is

Her mother pauses from peeling vegetables, raises
one eyebrow and eyes her daughter with interest.

a migratory bird returning home. She strides from

“Come on, Emmy, come and sit on daddy’s knee

the pool, her strong thighs parting the icy water her

and I’ll bounce you up and down,” says her father,

feet sure on the slippery shelf of submerged rock.

sitting in his chair near the fire his face split with

She looks down and her stomach is gone, it is flat

his perpetual boyish grin.

as though she has been sandpapered from head
to toe. Emily finds her towel and wraps it around

“No thanks dad. Not now, not anymore,” says
Emily. •
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Stone-Man
John Fitzpatrick

-for Victor Nyakauru, Sculptor of Zimbabwe
He searches for large odd shaped stones,
any color, with some heaviness
to hold meaning, to become
body of animal, real or imagined,
a horse, a bird, a crocodile, turtle.
He cradles stone, rubs its contour,
searches out crevices, imagines possibilities.
Stone-speak occurs. A thought.
Maybe image appears in his mind.
A response from stone spirit.
Then begins the shaping. He rubs,
chisels, scrapes, hammers, sands,
and in his creating, stone responds.
Two become one in a symbiotic relationship.
An animal takes shapes stone wishes
to become. Eagle, hawk, other species.
Beaver, rabbit, hyena, praying mantis,
whatever type animal fits shape before him.
Fossilized fauna bones are collected.
Wire. Metal scraps. Solid wood branches.
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Imbwa Nyoro (Cool Guard Dog)

Any material on hand or salvaged
from discards along roadside,
embankments, lawns, in junk yards,
in thrown-away environment, all rejuvenated
for fauna, wild or tamed, two-legged, four,
a centipede, creepy, crawly. Every scrap
as creative adornment. A skull becomes
stone’s head. Thin twisted wire, a bone femur,
tibia, or fibula becomes legs. Feet are metal,
flat or oval, cut with toes. A neck,
long like giraffe or short like ground beetle,
shaped from fragments found. Sanded
to fit new purpose. Wire antennas for ears.
Tapered bone for beak. Wire contours
or bone scapulas become eagle wings.

Ndiani Achabatsira Kitsi (Who Will Bail Out the Cat?)

Eyes are pebbles or dark marks. Mouth open
with skeletal fangs or rusty nails; closed with crease
of joint. Whatever feature needed, stone-man
obliges. When finished, stone-creature
and stone-man, a new reality of the universe.

Tshongololo (Millipede)
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MARTI NEVELN
Photographer

M arti Neveln received a Bachelor
of Arts with a major in sociology at
Northwestern University. She was
intrigued by the effect society and
culture have on an individual’s beliefs
and behavior. Fueled by her interest
in people, she moved to Colorado to
pursue a profession in education. Later
in her career, she expanded upon her
childhood fascination with a Brownie
camera and seriously studied art and
photography. Combining her appreciation
for the stillness and beauty of our natural
world with her interests in education and
personal growth, she began exploring the
human spirit through photography. Silent,
introspective spaces— perfect for selfdiscovery—punctuate her work.
Neveln’s photographs have been
exhibited in numerous galleries and public
spaces in Colorado.
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PORTFOLIO
The Journey Within

I have found photography to be an avenue
to appreciate the splendor in our everyday
world. I look for splendor in simplicity,
in quiet moments of the day, and in the
soothing rhythm of life.
I photograph natural settings because
I find solace in the stillness of the natural
world. I am drawn to scenes that convey a
sense of contemplation and wonder.
For me, the journey to find my way has
been a path of gradual discovery. Making
images helps me in my search for self and
helps me understand the mysteries of the
world. The Journey Within represents and
presents my search as I grow to a greater
understanding of the essence of my being
and my place within all of reality.

Sunflower, 2011.
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Marti Neveln

Uncertain Journey, 2011.
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The Journey Within

Pensive, Bridal Veil, 2011.
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Mailboxes, 2009.
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The Journey Within

Another Path, 2011.

Tall Tree, 2011.
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La Capilla, 2010.
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Three Bells, 2011.
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Ko Hong Archipelago, 2012.
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Haystack Rock, Morning Sun, 2011.
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Seascape, 2011.
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The Journey Within

The Pinnacle, 2011.
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W ar W ounds
David Griffin
Walter was rather surprised at himself, that his skills came back to him so quickly. When he
took some wrapping paper down from a shelf and spread it on the workbench, ideas and old
talents spilled from him as he began to doodle and draw, shading and edging his work. He
wished he had real drawing paper and soft pencils and maybe sticks of charcoal. He missed
the paints and pastels he had owned years ago, before being drafted and sent off to war.

T

he boy was eight or nine years old. Walter

it was cozy by the little coal stove, and he didn’t

could see him crossing the snowy field that

have to listen to his wife sigh and snort through the

lay between the cemetery and Walter’s shed. The

invented troubles of the soap opera characters she

man guessed the youngster was coming from

followed on the radio each afternoon. So here he

school, and a moment ago had looked up from

was once more on a snowy day, bringing his fear

his workbench when he heard the boy laughing

out from some dark closet deep inside, where he

and yelling into the face of the storm. Needle-

was able to feel it again, but not see it.

like ice particles blew against the kid’s face, as he

Walter stayed by the window to watch the boy

kicked up the snow with his boots, making his way

stumble on through the snow. The lad abruptly

through the snow like a young explorer crossing

stopped and peered back over his disappearing

the Arctic wastes.

footsteps. He turned, staggering back to where he’d

Inside his tiny shed, Walter moved closer to

been, and was soon flailing in the snow as though

the window and watched the youngster struggle

searching for something. Walter saw the boy’s bare

through the drifts of snow, legs lifting one after

foot and realized he had lost his boot.

another as if deeply mired in mud. To be that

As the snow came down furiously, the man bolted

young and innocent, thought Walter, was truly the

out the door, grabbed the boy, found the lost boot

gift of one’s lifetime.

and carried them both back into the heated shack.

The stomach-twisting fear began to lift a bit inside

The boy was shaken by the almost violent rescue,

the man. He coughed and cursed the weather and

and Walter was a bit stunned by his over-reaction

wondered once again why he chose to sit out here

to the little emergency. He coughed heavily before

in the shed on these days when the snow slapped

he was able to catch his breath. Walter didn’t often

down on the land like a blizzard of vengeance. But

forget to limit his exertion, as he’d been advised by

“War Wounds” appears in A Real Writer, 2011, The Windswept Press.
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his doctor at the veteran’s clinic. But the fear that

Ardennes Forest, where he had been one of 81,000

seemed to arrive with the snow was now gone.

American casualties in the deadliest battle of the

The boy looked around the interior of the little

War. His mind’s eye again saw the trees explode

shed and thought it was pretty neat. Everything

around his foxhole and the snow and dirt plume up

including the workbench was smallish, like a

around him as mortar shells landed everywhere.

playhouse, and all of the tools were lined up

Once again he felt his limbs freezing and the

precisely where they belonged on the wall at the

terror mounting. He saw himself lying with dead

back of the bench. The tiny coal stove pushed

buddies around him in that awful frozen field, his

out a welcome warmth. After they introduced

lips mouthing the mantra, “It’ll Get Better, It’ll Get

themselves, Walter put David’s wet socks on the

Better.” But it didn’t. Something tore through his

stove to sizzle and dry. They talked of school and

chest and he woke up back in a field hospital in

the weather and even soap operas. Soon David

Belgium, drowning in a sea of pain. Now, years

could see the storm let up as he gazed out the

later, sitting in the little shed in the middle of a

window, a French door mounted horizontally with

snow storm, the fear came back to him and he

lots of glass panes and a wide view of the field.

sought to meet it again as he stared out on the

When his socks were dry—actually singed a bit—

field. Walter didn’t know if he wanted to conquer

he put on his boots and continued his way home.

his dread or simply shine a light on the pain. He

David was pleased to find a new friend. Walter was

just didn’t want it to hurt so much.

too.

On those snowy days when David came across

David didn’t always find Walter in the little

the field from school, Walter would lurch from his

building each afternoon on his way home from

frightful reverie back to the present. The boy found

school, although he would often peer in the

himself welcomed into what he now thought of as

window, ready to wave and say hello. Only when

a kind of man’s playhouse, and he would stomp

the snow slammed down in a howling wind with

the snow from his boots and walk over to sit near

near blizzard strength did David find the man out

the tiny stove.

in the backyard shed.

There was one particular snowy day when

On such days Walter left his wife to her radio

something new began, as David remembered it.

programs, lit a fire in the stove and settled down

Walter had asked casually about school and the

in the tiny building to be with his thoughts. He

boy pulled out his drawing pad and said he was

stared out over the field as the snow piled up and

supposed to draw something for homework. It

the fear continued to grow in his belly. His mind

could be anything, but he didn’t know where to

was pulled back to those frozen snowy days in the

begin. Walter took the pad and propped it on his
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David Griffin

knee. Taking a pencil from the bench, he drew

he sensed their power and violence, and he could

a great northern moose. The likeness was quite

feel fear saturating each piece.

good, and it was apparent that Walter had training.

After the southern winds blew through the

Walter gave the pad to David and showed him a

valley in April and the sun began to climb higher

few techniques for drawing animals, using triangles

in the sky toward the solstice, school ended and

and circles and ellipses. David was thrilled to

David didn’t cross the field again until autumn.

produce nice drawings by his own hand with this

He could have walked up Conkling Avenue during

technique. Over the next few months, the boy

the summer and crossed the field to visit Walter,

drew thirteen moose, eleven dogs, five cats, and a

but when he had last stopped by the little shed in

cow, the latter on the day his father stopped by the

June, Walter was painting in a frenzy, as if driven

side of the road to let him capture the animal in his

by a demon or the clock. Conversation had been

sketch book.

rushed as the man wheezed and coughed, holding

Walter was rather surprised at himself, that his
skills came back to him so quickly. When he took

his brush with two hands now, laying on the colors
from dozens of new tubes of paint.

some wrapping paper down from a shelf and

On the day school began again in September,

spread it on the workbench, ideas and old talents

David crossed the field and came to the shed. The

spilled from him as he began to doodle and draw,

man was not there. Paintings were evident through

shading and edging his work. He wished he had

the window, but not Walter. The boy passed by on

real drawing paper and soft pencils and maybe

two or three more occasions before finally working

sticks of charcoal. He missed the paints and pastels

up the courage to go around to the front of the

he had owned years ago, before being drafted and

house and ringing the doorbell.

sent off to war.

Walter Katowski had died, said his wife, stifling a

David now found Walter in the shed each day

sob and wiping away the tears. “War wounds,” she

when he crossed the field on the way home from

said. “He had only one lung, you know. Lost the

school. Snowy or sunny, on rainy or windy days,

other at The Bulge,” she continued. “Winters were

Walter’s renewed interest in art began to blossom

tough on him. I don’t know why he sat out there in

in the tiny shed by the side of the field. When David

that shed all the time.”

entered the little building, there was always a new
sketch or drawing hanging on a wall. Eventually

“To paint,” said David “His paintings are still
there in the shed.”

there were paintings of dense bright colors that

She looked at him as though he was crazy, but

suggested but didn’t define their subject. David

then walked with him to the little building in the

really had no words to describe the paintings, but

back yard. In a moment they were both inside.
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František Kaván, The Air of Home, 1895. 40.2 x 31.1 inches (102 x 79 cm). Oil on canvas. Wikimedia Commons.

War Wounds

Mrs. Katowski looked quite puzzled as she gazed

toned down and became less garish as the line

at all the artwork, and she began to cry quietly.

of paintings progressed. The edges of the objects

Walter’s paintings were arranged in a line around

softened. Imbalances came into balance and the

the inside of the shack, as in a crowded gallery.

chaos let up. The fear came to rest.

David noticed something about them. There was

At the end of the line was a painting quite

an order to their arrangement and he could sense

different from all the rest, but David knew it had

a drama unfold as his eye moved along the line

been painted by Walter. It was somewhat larger

of paintings that began on one side of the door,

than the others, a beautiful painting of the field

went down one wall and over the workbench, then

in summer, as seen through the multiple panes of

under the window that looked out on the field,

the shed’s window. It was—and still is—the most

across the other wall and finally back to the door.

wonderfully executed landscape that David had

The objects in the paintings, whatever they were,

ever seen. Viewed through Walter’s eyes at last was

never gained any more definition, but the colors

a world at peace. •
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Hidden Lives: Coming Out On Mental Illness
edited by Lenore Rowntree
and Andrew Boden,
foreword by Gabor Maté, md
“A privileged look at one of the most
devastating of human tribulations. For
all the raw honesty of its revelations,
Hidden Lives communicates not despair
but courage.” —Gabor Maté, md

brindleandglass.com

The Futurist’s Mistress
Poems by Lorraine Schein

Playful, anarchic, often hilariously funny
glimpses of the world we know
from a skewed, sophisticated angle.

Look elsewhere in this issue for
poems by Lorraine Schein
Read another poem
and order this book at
www.mayapplepress.com
amazon.com

Shanti Arts

Art and artistry possess
the capability to change the world.
www.shantiarts.com
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Robert Moran
Limited Edition Photographs

www.robertmoran.com

M oving

to

CoMpletion

by John Fitzpatrick
Features poems, photos,
and art work on animals
that illustrate an energy
of oneness between
nature’s spirit and the
creative human spirit.

Over Shimmering Water
a great blue heron
wings the shoreline seeking guests
to invite for dinner
Published: The Mid-America Poetry Review

orders —
inforMation —

DJH
Debra Houston

www.artbydjh.com
debhouston@artbydjh.com

ContaCt:

web: http://turtleami.com
turtleamipress@yahoo.com

Shanti Arts Publishing
Happy Again at Last:
Life in the Art World
Robert McGowan
Thirty stories set in various corners
of the art world.
amusing...poignant...masterful

$23.95
ISBN: 978-0-099-5897-0-4

www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED ADS
ART SALES . . . . . . . . .
ART SUPPLIES . . . . . . .
ARTISTS . . . . . . . . . .
BOOKS . . . . . . . . . . .

CHARLA PURYEAR

at CAAM (California African American Museum)
in partnership with CACLA (California Artist Coalition of Los Angeles)

SEEKING A PUBLISHER? Shanti Arts Publishing
is interested in talking with artists and authors
wishing to publish art books, gift books, fiction,
non-fiction, poetry. Art is our story line.
www.shantiarts.com

EDUCATION . . . . . . . .
in Shared Thread, presenting the work of six
Los Angeles artists.

June 28 - December 31, 2012
www.charlapuryear.com
www.caamuseum.org
www.cacla2006.org

GALLERIES . . . . . . . . .
GENERAL . . . . . . . . . .
STONE VOICES. Connecting art with spirit.
www.stone-voices.com

OPPORTUNITIES . . . . . .
WORKSHOPS . . . . . . .

Classified ads are $25 for 45
words maximum. Send text via
email to:
info@stillpointartgallery.com
subject line CLASSIFIED AD.
Following receipt and approval
of ad, an invoice will be sent.
Payment is online by PayPal or
credit card.
DEADLINES: January 15 for the
spring issue; April 15 for the
summer issue; July 15 for the fall
issue; October 15 for the winter
issue.
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Advertising Policy and Rates
IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS: Ready-to-print advertising images must be submitted in digital format. Images must be 300
ppi and jpg, tiff, or pdf file formats. SUBMISSION: Send image file via email to ads@stillpointartgallery.com. Include
brief text stating the page size and the number of issues in which you wish to purchase space. PAYMENT: Following
receipt and approval of ad, a PayPal invoice will be emailed. Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card.
Checks will be accepted if necessary. DEADLINES: The Quarterly is printed four times each year. Ads and payment
must be received by January 15 for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue; July 15 for the fall issue; and
October 15 for the winter issue.
Page Size

Ad Dimensions
(WxH) inches

One Issue

Two Issues

Three Issues

Four Issues

1/8 page

3.375 by 2

$45

$80

$120

$150

1/4 page

3.375 by 4.125

$90

$160

$250

$320

1/2 page

7 by 4.125

$180

$320

$480

$640

1/2 page

3.375 by 8.5

$180

$320

$480

$640

full page

7 by 8.5

$360

$640

$960

$1,300

In keeping with its focus on art, Still Point Arts Quarterly accepts advertising submissions from artists, art galleries,
museums, art material suppliers, art educators, collectors, and other art-focused businesses and organizations. The
Quarterly reserves the right to reject advertising submissions that do not fit its purpose and intention.

MIXED

MEDIA

WORK

INSPIRED

BY

FRANCE

516 . 7 5 9 . 2 5 3 3

|

allisondoher ty@gmail.com

Detail, WHITE CHAIR, WAYSIDE CROSS AND THE RUINS OF SAISSAC

36” x 25” – Pencil, printing ink, aqua-crayon, collaged elements on paper. Completed on Martha’s Vineyard, 2005.
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FINALE
In Art,
man reveals
himself
and
not
his objects.
~Rabindranath Tagore

Dan Pyle. Life on the Edge. 12 x 30 inches (30.5 x 76.2 cm). Charcoal.
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